
Varla Scooter Upgrades to New  Eagle One Pro
in Response to Market Feedback

To respond to the scooter market, Varla

Scooter upgraded a new scooter and

reveals that the stock of the scooter sold

out within 2-3 days after its launch.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, THE

UNITED STATES, June 17, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Popular E-

Scooter manufacturer Varla

Scooter announced the launch of the

'New Eagle One Pro' in June 2022 with

some important upgrades in

appearance and oil brakes. The

upgrades and improvements have

been finalized as a response to the

market feedback on its last

scooter, 'Eagle One Pro'. The E-scooter

manufacturer revealed that Eagle One

Pro sold out in a flash within 2-3 days

of its launch, and they were glad that it

was a big success.

Varla Scooter, in its statement,

specified that all other features than changes in the appearance and hydraulic brakes would

remain the same as the previous model. The New Eagle One Pro will be equipped with a pair of

11'' pneumatic tires and a more powerful motor than the previous popular model Eagle One Pro.

The adult electric scooter has a Dual 1000W hub motor on the wheels which can provide a peak

power output of 3200W. It is powered by 2x30A speed controllers, which helps in maintaining the

optimal performance of the E-scooter at all times. The heavy-duty Scooter gives a peak power of

1600W, which makes it capable of tackling all terrains with perfect ease. 

Varla Scooter acknowledges the fact that how their Scooters meet people's needs as a big-

powered means of travel. Varla Scooters also takes into account the ability to grip the ground of

their heavy-duty scooters like Eagle One or Pegasus, therefore making them the riders' favorite.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://varlascooter.com/products/eagle-one-pro/
http://varlascooter.com/products/varla-electric-scooter/


varla scooter22

Varla Scooter has its main focus on

safety on the ground. The

manufacturer uses tires with extra

spikes for better grip on any terrain.

The Varla Eagle One Dual Motor

Electric Scooter, has 40 miles per

charge, and can go up to 40 mph.

When someone buys a motorized

scooter, they expect 500-1000 miles of

maintenance-free riding. With constant

usage, most of the parts including

batteries require some kind of

maintenance. To cater to those needs,

Varla Scooters also sells replacement

parts like batteries, kickstands, deck loops, hub motors, and off-roading tires for your off-road

scooters.

Varla Scooters was founded in 2018 by Ben with the idea of providing electric scooter

enthusiasts with a perfect all-terrain riding experience.
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